Circularized Visualisation of Genetic Interactions
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ABSTRACT

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) has been a powerful tool to investigate gene networks in biological sciences [1]. Visualisation of data produced by NGS is essential for the interpretation of the findings by biological scientists. Here we describe a workflow to image findings from a NGS sequencing methodology to investigate gene expression that can be visualised with Circus software [2]. Visualisation of these processes has provided biological scientists with valuable interpretation of high throughput data and identification of new transcripts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern technology has become a necessity in a range of different fields including chemistry, physics, computer science, statistics and biological sciences. Currently the cross-discipline driven research requires visualisation of findings and results in a succinct and clear manner to deliver the message to wide audiences. This is particularly valued in biological sciences where complex systems and genetic networks can be represented visually to identify their interactions and connections.

NGS generates massive datasets that contain fragments of genetic information [1]. Analysis of NGS is carried out by specialists with computer science backgrounds who generate large datasets that contain numerical information that is often not understood by biological scientists. Therefore visualisation of NGS results is essential to clearly summarise valuable findings about gene structure, regulation and genetic networks for the biological community.

2. RELATED WORKS

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is converted into Ribonucleic acid (RNA) in a process known as transcription. RNA is used as a blueprint to produce proteins [3], or to regulate gene expression by splicing RNA, silencing specific genes and act as a structural scaffold [3-7]. Changes in the levels of RNA can be a useful readout of gene expression under different conditions and in different cell types, tissues and organisms.

Our group is focused on investigation of RNA processes driven in parts of the cell known as mitochondria that contain their own genetic information. Recently, we analysed the regulation of RNA inside mitochondria using a new method that we developed that required visualisation of the genetic interactions that we identified. We developed a new pipeline that enables characterization of new transcripts and a new method to visualise these transcripts and their origin from the genome that is easy for biologists to interpret [8].

3. WORKFLOW DESCRIPTION

We used NGS for RNA data, and developed the pipeline described in our paper [8]. First of all, adaptor sequences were removed by applying cutadapt software [9]. Then the pair-end reads were merged into a single read with FLASH [10]. The output of FLASH is three files, where one contains merged reads, and two remaining files contain reads that were not merged. The next step is to find repetitive read parts. Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF) software was used to find the repetitive parts of a read [11]. This data was used for alignment against the mouse mitochondrial genome with bowtie2 in soft-clipping mode [12]. Unaligned read parts were extracted according to CIGAR information [13], and realigned with bowtie2, but with end-to-end mode [12]. The generated data that was converted to circus format was illustrated with Circos software [2] Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows connection between genes in a normal and disease state. Figure1 (A) shows a normal state of mitochondrial RNA, and (B) illustrates changes in heart disease. Genes are shown in lilac, yellow, green and grey. For illustrative purposes we selected the Co1 gene, and shown its connection to other genes within the entire mitochondrial genome. Visualization is made with Circos [2].

4. CONCLUSIONS
The major biological conclusions are discussed at [8]. The presented workflow provides precise step by step explanation of data analysis for the dataset that derived from sequencing to the final stage of generating data format that is required for Circos software [2]. Such visualization provides a biologist with a map of genetic interactions and is essential in making conclusions about changes in gene interactions in disease.
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